Daily News Wednesday 17th May

PROGRAMME

Plenary session:
Morning – 8:30–10:30 room An Tai A300: EWK

Parallel Sessions:
Morning – 11:00-12:30
EWK I (Haoran 308)
Searches II (Haoran 102)
QCD III (Haoran 306)
Higgs III (An Tai A300)

Lunch 12:30-14:00

Excursions:
14:00-18:00
1 – Yu Yuan Garden
2 – Shanghai Museum
3 – Oriental Pearl Tower

Dinner Cruise 18:30

TODAY’S EVENTS

Excursions – busses will depart from the An Tai building at 13:40 – The excursions will end at the Qinhuangdao Wharf ready for the departure of the cruise

Useful Information

Please remember to bring your tickets for the lunch, social event and Banquet

For those not taking an excursion and need to get to the cruise you can take line 4 to Yang Shu Road metro station. Then walk 10 minutes to the Bund and Huangpu River

SHANGHAI TRIVIA

You might like to know a little about the river we will be cruising on this evening...

The Huangpu River is 71 miles (about 114 kilometres) long and 437 yards (400 meters) wide with an average depth of 30 feet (9 meters).

The Huangpu is a multi-functional river among its many uses are drinking water, shipping, fishery, flood discharge, and tourism